Save the dates:
Balkan Offroad Rallye in Bulgaria, 14th to 20th September 2019!
For the upcoming 9th edition, RBI is introducing light but important updates of
the event program that will make the rally more comfortable for the participants,
especially for the ones arriving from far away. Fine tuning on the timing and
optimizing the procedures will allow us to start on Saturday, finish on Friday and
use the weekend after for sharing time with the family and relax before the
upcoming working week.
The administrative checks and scrutineering will take place all day on Friday and
on Saturday morning. On Saturday at noon the start of the first special stage will
be given. The racing week will finish on Friday with the traditional Grand-Finale
on the Long Beach followed by the prize giving ceremony and a great party.
The "fly-and-race" concept is a real time-saver letting you drive a rally marathon
while staying away from work for only 5 days. You can arrive on Friday (or even
early on Saturday) and leave the Saturday after. Our Shuttle Service will pick you
up from the airport and will bring you back on time for your return flight.
We care about your time and deliver you the ultimate offroad-adventure!
There is more news! After the premiere and the great success of the new-established Discovery category, the 2019 rally edition will offer again three categories:
Cross Country - for Motorbikes, ATV, SSV, Cars and Trucks
Extreme - for Cars only
Discovery - for those on ATV, SSV and Cars, who want to be part of the unique
rally atmosphere, follow the original rally routes with a non-modified vehicle in a
relaxed way without time pressure
The best for sure will stay: Fantastic rally tracks crossing the beautiful landscapes
of Bulgaria, from the mountains to the sea, the great hospitality including the
Hotel-accommodation option, the finish on the Long beach cheered by the
crowd - and all this made easy and friendly but at the same time highly
professional, caring and safe!
Join our family from 14th till 20th of September 2019 in Bulgaria!
Save the dates and stay connected!

